“The most valuable
way to be around a
laboring woman is
a grounded,
peaceful presence
who knows without
a doubt that she
can do it.”

Vivamus.

Getting Partners
involved in birth
Partners at the birth can make a
huge positive impact on the
mother’s experience, especially if
they are prepared, share the
same expectations and are ready
to work! And it will all come
together if the partner can
remember to be a grounded,
peaceful presence that knows
without a doubt that she can do
it.

Labor is
smoother with
birth partners

•
Protecting the moms ritual
The Birth Partner by P. Simpkin is a
wonderful resource! One aspect that is
so important for a birth partner to
remember is the importance of the
mom’s rhythm and ritual. This can
mean anything from repetitive
voculations to swaying her hips. The
birth partner can play a huge role in
creating and protecting the space for
the mom to maintain her rhythm. This
will involve keeping mom from being
disturbed and helping her recreate her
rhythm if she has lost it.

•
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Practice Labor
Positions
During the birth there may be a
time where mom gets overwhelmed
and doesn’t know what else will feel
good. This is where a partner can
jump in to make suggestions. It’s so
helpful if the mother and partner
have already tried a couple of these
so they know what felt good
together. A doula can also be
amazing to make suggestions in the
moment, that are specific to where
the mom is in labor, and the babies
position.
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To Do for Partners:
For those who like to prepare

Before the birth, its incredibly valuable if
you, as the partner…
•

have met the care provider and established a
relationship of trust and respect

•

know that its inappropriate to be on your
phone in her line of vision during the labor

•

are friendly, grounded and aware of others in
the birth space

•

are able to establish boundaries around the
mom if she needs a it

•

know the mothers birth plan and a little about
each aspect

•

be open to having an experience too

•

share the mothers expectations of you during
the birth experience

•

have practiced different positions and ways to
touch her during her labor

•

are familiar with the stages of labor

•

have 2-3 encouraging phrases that you know
she will like to hear during her labor
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